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ABSTRACT

The double adiabatic equations are used to study the

stability of a cylindrical Z-pinch with respect to small

axial wavelength, internal kink (m^l) modes. It is found

that marginally (ideally) unstable, isotropic equilibria

are stabilized. Also constant current density equilibria

can be stabilized for PA
>P// an<* large 0 X.



1. Introduction

Early experiments on Z-pinches indicated that they are

highly unstable configurations. According to ideal MHD theory,

linearized perturbation of Z-pinch equilibria yield instability

to m=l modes (m is the azimuthal mode number) in the vicinity

of a magnetic stagnation line (i.e., the axis of the pinch

where the magnetic field vanishes).This result is derived from

motion of plasma in a cylindrical Z-pinch with circular equili-

brium magnetic field lines.

In the EXTRAP configuration [f\ , which consists of a

Z-pinch embedded in a magnetic octupole field, stable plasmas

have been observed Qf) . To explain this stability, it is

suggested that the unstable MHD spectrum of EXTRAP can be

classified into internal modes and free boundary (external)

modes QQ . Furthermore, by appropriate choice of an external

magnetic field and pressure profile at the boundary, the

external modes can be stabilized, while tne internal modes are

unaffected by the external magnetic field.

A reasonable simplification arises from the fact that since

the internal kink modes are independent of the external field,

it suffices to consider these modes in the circular Z-pinch.

Numerous investigations have earlier been dedicated to explain

which effects are capable of stabilizing the m^l modes.

As to non-ideal effects, it might be expected that the

inclusion of finite Larmor radius terms would yield stabili-

zation. Results from the Hall fluid model have indicated that

the inclusion of Hall term reduces the growth rate of the

kink instability, but a complete stabilization can not be

achieved |_4J . In a stability analysis of the effect of gyro

viscosity on the m^l modes, it is found that marginally unstable

(ideal) modes are stabilized Q>~| •



The effect of collisional viscosity does not alone offer

stabilization (jSj . However, a combined effect of viscosity

and resistivity damps the ideally stable modes with larger

wavelength, and stabilizes the ideally unstable modes with

smaller wavelength \j~] .

Since the EXTRAP plasma can be considered to be marginally

collisionfree, it may be expected that, in the limit of

vanishing Larmor radius, the macroscopic motion of the collision-

less plasma can be modelled with the double adiabatic equations

[8}. An earlier study of small axial wavelength kink modes in

a more simplified anisotropic MHD model indicates that these

modes can not be stabilized without violating the "fire hose"

condition Qf) . It is of interest, however, to investigate the

influence of more accurate energy equations on the results.

In Section 2 the basic equations are presented. The

linearization of the perturbed equilibrium equations and the

resulting stability criteria are outlined in Section 3-



2. The basic equations

In order to study the small axial wavelength internal

kink modes in a collisionless plasma, we use the CGL equations,

which constitute (in MKS units, UQ=1):

continuity equation

+ V-(pV) = 0 (1)

momentum balance

p ~ + Bx(VxB) + V-P» 0

energy equations

ft & • o

(2)

(3)

P = P̂  1+

= B/|B|

(5)

(6)

This set of equations is supplemented by Maxwell equations and

the Ohm's law

(7)

(8)

E • VxB • 0 (9)

where the usual notation is used, and —

convective derivative.

JL = A. + ii.V»7 is the



In a static equilibrium, the above equations reduce to

the magnetohydrostatic equations

Bx(VxB) + V*P = 0 (10)

E * 0 = 0 (11)

By introducing cylindrical coordinates (r,q>,z), we express the

radial equilibrium equation in a Z-pinchj where the equilibrium

quantities are functions of r only, the magnetic field B(r)

is directed along e , (the current density is J=JQez)

BB' B /r • P| + (P1-Pa)/v = 0 (12)

where the prime denotes d/dr.



3- The linearized equations and stability criterion

We linearize the CGL equations about a static equilibrium,

when Fourier-decomposed with respect to the ignorable coordinates

<p and Z by assuming perturbations \|>«i|) (r)expi(u)t+mcp+kz), the

components now become:

^ ^ r + P : + - ± - W + =-^- b p - 0 (13)

Bb imp., , f- p _p -. •

imBb im(P -P )
iuipv +ikBb ^+ikp,+ *—*- =0 (15)

z 9 fi

i k B b + i k p , +z 9 r fi r B

2 pi i m Pi "ir 2 pi i m Pi "i

itop1+[(P;)vp+2PJLv;+-rvr+2ikPAvz+-F—vj = 0 (16)

3imP,T Pn 3imP,, -i
iwp,,+ (P., )'v +P..V+—v +ikP..v + v I = 0 (17)

K" |_ " r " r r r " z r <pj

= 0 (18)

iwb +ikBvz+(Bvp)' = 0 (19)

iwb - ^ 5 V = 0 (20)
z r z

where small and capital letter denotes the perturbation and

equilibrium quantities, respectively.



Eqs. (13)-(20) are then reduced to a second order different-

ial equation in terms of the perturbed velocity v . To leading

order it becomes

(21)

the first derivative is neglected when kr>>l which is consistent

with the assumption of small axial wavelength. The coefficients

become, to highest order in k:

r) =m «+2P2

ei(r)=pr
2|6rB2P,|(B

2
+4P1)(Pj;+P;)-2rB

2P2

-B2P2 (B2-1?L

(22)

3o(r)=m
2[-9rB4P2(p;,+p;)-36rP

2P,(B2+P,)(P^p;)



The c o r r e s p o n d i n g v a r i a t i o n a l form of e q . ( 2 1 ) , w i t h b o u n d a r y

c o n d i t i o n v (0 )=v ( a ) = o becomesr r

<a1(v;)
2-k2e1(vr)

2>
( 2 3 )

where <...> = / ...dr. For stability the right hand side of

(2 3) should be positive. By using test functions which fulfill

the boundary condition, we can estimate if the eigenvalue u>~

becomes negative in the interval 0<r^a. To demonstrate this,

we select a test function v , such that, for large k the
2 **

sign of w is determined by sign of the ratio (8 /B, ). There

fore, the necessary condition for stability is that ( B /B K<0.

For B, >0 the criterion becomes

-m2B2 [PXP
2( 36P;/-78P1) +p3(18PH-P1)] - B V # 13P

2.-P,,

> O (24)

We consider (24) by assuming Pj^d+cJP,,. In the isotropic

case ( e=0 , P_=P,,= P) it is easily demonstrated that B-.X) when

6 <0. The modified Kadomtsev criterion becomes

10B2P(3B2+5P)
? o \ > 0 (25)

25P +30PB +9B



2
or, after rewriting this in terms of B=2p/B ;

2rP'+B
2 m c

+ ^*-\ >, 0 (26)

Only for g=0 the (ideal MHD) Kadomtsev criterion is retained.

By increasing B the stabilizing terms within brackets increase,

but reaches a limit m + 2 for large 6. This proves that margi-

nally unstable (ideal) equilibria are stabilized within the

CGL theory. The discrepancy between the two theories arises

because the pressure perturbations are anisotropic, even for

isotropic equilibrium pressure, in the CGL theory, but isotropic

in the ideal MHD theory. Now turning to specified equilibria,

v*e can immediately conclude that the stabilization is not

sufficient for stabilization of a constant current density

equilibrium. By realizing that Bxr and inserting the equili-

brium relation (12) into (26) we conclude that it is necessary

that the term within brackets >_k for stability.

Let us now determine whether anisotropy can stabilize the

constant current density equilibrium. From the coefficients

B and B-, it is readily shown that stabilization of the m=l mode

is achieved by letting P,,-»-0, whereas the other extreme Px-*0

always destabilizes. These limits are not allowed, however,

since they violate the conditions for mirror and fire-hose

stability, respectively. Consequently we wish to determine

whether stabilization can be obtained for sufficiently small e.

By solving |3,=0 and inserting into 0_ we find that B n turns

negative before B,. Hence we find that for e<l it holds that

B-]>0 when B <0. As a consequence it is required for stability

that B 10. With £ being constant in the region, satisfying

0<e<l, we find tnat stabilization of the constant current den-
p

sity equilibrium _is obtained for high values of Bx = 2px/B , i.e.

for small r. For larger e, the stability threshold is reached

at a larger radius r.
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In conclusion we find that marginally (ideally) unstable,

isotropic equilibria are stabilized within the CGL theory, whereas

more realistic equilibria such as a constant current density

equilibrium can only be stabilized when Pi>Pn an<^ B A is suffi-

ciently large. We must bear in mind, however, that the CGL theory

breaks down close to the axis r=0 where the fluid assumption is

no longer valid. The qualitative character of our results remains

unaffected, however.
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